Critical Review of Development, Validation, and Transfer for High Throughput Bioanalytical LC-MS/MS Methods
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Abstract: Swift growth in the use of LC-MS/MS for the analysis of drugs in biological matrices has been compelled by the need for timely and high-quality data at many stages in drug discovery and development process: from high throughput screening of drug candidates and rapid data generation for pre-clinical studies to almost 'real-time' analysis of clinical samples. Prompt and rational method development, validation, and transfer play a pivotal role in achieving the goals of "faster, better, and cheaper" for pharmacokinetic studies since this could easily account for more than 50\% of the time and labor resources for a moderate-sized project. Strategy for rational method development, validation and transfer has been largely kept as institutional knowledge but rarely appeared in literature. In this review article, strategies for developing and validating robust high throughput LC-MS/MS methods will be critically reviewed and discussed. Automated sample preparation, fast chromatography, minimization of matrix effects, and strategy of narrowing the gap between validation and incurred sample analysis are just a few topics covered in this review. Other interesting approaches for improving method efficiency and ruggedness such as direct injection SPE and liquid/liquid extracts as well as multiplexing of LC columns will also be discussed. Potential pitfalls during method development and validation are pointed out. At the end, the question "how fast is fast enough and how fast is too fast?" will be answered after considering all aspects of the method development and validation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of LC-MS/MS has grown exponentially in the last decade, due to its un-matched sensitivity, extraordinary selectivity, and rapid rate of analysis. The principle of MS is the production of ions from analyzed compounds that are separated or filtered on the basis of their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). Most of applications for quantitative bioanalysis use tandem mass spectrometers (MS/MS) that employs two mass analyzers – one for the precursor ion in the first quadrupole and the other for the product ion in the third quadrupole after the collision – activated dissociation of the precursor ion in a collision cell. Innovative and successful research efforts in the past decades on the design of an effective interface connection between LC (operated under atmospheric pressure) and MS (operated under a high-vacuum environment) have made LC congenial with MS. Electrospray ionization (ESI) and atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization (APCI), collectively called atmospheric pressure ionization (API), have matured into reliable interface necessary for quantitative LC-MS/MS bioanalysis. More recently, atmospheric pressure photo-ionization (APPI) also became an interesting alternative ionization source for quantitative LC-MS/MS [1,2]. Yet, analysis of drug candidates in biological matrices using robust LC-MS/MS methods remains a difficult, time-consuming, daunting, and occasionally dismaying challenge. Successful use of LC-MS/MS requires understanding the mechanism of various sample extraction processes and the underlying principles of both chromatography and MS. Many LC-MS/MS challenges have been reviewed, discussed and published [3-15]. Clinical applications of LC-MS/MS on diagnosis and screening for inherited metabolic diseases were reviewed by Rashed [16]. Our previous publications also addressed the systematic trouble-shooting of LC-MS/MS separations and sample preparations [17,18]. Tiller et al. discussed fast LC-MS analysis in the analysis of small molecules from the point of view of chromatographers [19]. A book on high throughput bioanalytical sample preparation was written by Wells [20].

In this review, we will critically discuss rational method development, validation and transfer of robust LC-MS/MS methods with emphasis on important factors impacting the incurred sample analysis. We focused on the mature and established technologies used in most quantitative bioanalytical laboratories. Therefore, emerging new technologies such as chip-based nano electrospray, LC-MALDI, and ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC)- MS/MS are not covered in this review. Though the principles remained unchanged, every 3-5 years, new generations of mass spectrometers with higher sensitivity, better resolution, more ruggedness, and more automation emerged. Review on MS instrument features deserves a separate review and is beyond the scope of the current review. Although discovery studies do not have validation requirement, the practices described in this review is also applicable.
2. Rational Method Development Strategy

Traditional sequential method development requires sequential optimization of mass spectrometric and chromatographic conditions, sample extraction, recovery of the analyte, and lack of interference and matrix effects for each method. This type of method development is time-consuming, labor and instrument intensive and costly when several different LC-MS/MS methods for various types of analytes need to be developed. This approach has been identified as the major bottleneck for meeting the ever-increasing needs for LC-MS/MS methods. A concept of simultaneous development of multiple bioanalytical LC-MS/MS methods was presented [21]. Optimal conditions of mass spectrometry, chromatography, and extraction were screened and developed for six structurally different analytes. Experimental designs for simultaneously determining and evaluating recovery, matrix effects, and chromatographic interference were proposed. In another presentation, processes were optimized so that a robust LC-MS/MS method was developed in a single working day [22]. Two scientists work simultaneously on the same project in a coordinated way: one focusing on sample preparation and other focusing on instrumentation. Important method parameters such as matrix suppression and recovery were investigated. Janiszewski et al. also proposed high-throughput method development approaches by simultaneous testing multiple SPE chemistries using a custom multiple sorbent 96-well plate with optimized extraction conditions for up to five analytes are determined in a single 2.5-h experiment [23]. Sadagopan et al. systematically investigated the feasibility of using EDTA anticoagulant in plasma to improve the throughput of LC-MS/MS assays [24]. Use of automated sample transfer resulted in a three-fold productivity increase over the manual transfer. Avery suggested investigating simultaneously multiple experimental approaches for assessing the matrix effects, thus speeding up method development [25]. Li and Cohen proposed a novel approach by using “surrogate analyte” to analyze endogenous compounds [26]. Method development strategy for sample preparation was also discussed by Wells [20]. Derivatization for enhancing MS sensitivity has been successfully used to develop highly sensitive LC-MS/MS method to measure “hard-to ionize” compounds such as estradiol and ethinyl estradiol [27-29].

3. Sample Preparation

One strategy for high-throughput bioanalytical analysis is to use well-established instrumentation; rigorous, standardized techniques; and automation, wherever possible, to replace manual tasks. Automation results in greater performance consistency over time and in more reliable methods transfer from site to site. Automated 96-well plate technology is well established and accepted and has been shown to effectively replace manual tasks. The 96-well instruments can execute automated off-line extraction and sample clean-ups. Automated solid-phase extraction (SPE) [30-37], liquid/liquid extraction (LLE) [38-44], and protein precipitation (PP) [45,46] all can be performed in 96-well format. Both cartridge and disc in 96-well SPE formats have been successfully used. New trends in SPE have been reviewed by Poole [47]. Polson et al. discussed optimization of protein precipitation based on effectiveness of protein removal and ionization effect [48]. (Fig. 1) provides a general approach for automated 96-well sample analysis. In comparison to manual operation, automated sample preparation saved at least 50% time. However, the...
commonly used solvents for SPE, LLE, and PP have stronger elution strength than the mobile phase of the reversed-phase column. That difference limits the injection volume, and therefore the sensitivity of the assay, since the peak shape depends largely upon the injection solvent [49,50]. In many cases, an evaporation step followed by reconstitution with mobile phase compatible solvent is necessary. Further improvement on throughput for another 50% was made when the organic extracts from SPE [51,52] or LLE [53,54] were injected directly onto the silica column with low aqueous – high organic mobile phases. While the commonly used SPE or LLE extraction solvents are stronger elution solvents (not compatible) than a mobile phase on typical reversed-phase chromatography, they are weaker elution solvents (compatible) on the silica column with low aqueous – high organic mobile phases. While the commonly used SPE or LLE extraction solvents are stronger elution solvents (not compatible) than a mobile phase on typical reversed-phase chromatography, they are weaker elution solvents (compatible) on the silica column with low aqueous – high organic mobile phases operated under hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC). (Fig. 2) shows a chromatogram of direct injection of LLE solvent (ethyl acetoate) of omeprazole and its metabolite. In this approach, the time-consuming and error-prone solvent evaporation and reconstitution steps are eliminated.

4. Chromatography

With the initial sample clean-up using SPE, LLE or PP, unwanted compounds can be present still in higher concentrations than the analytes of interest. A second stage of clean-up, typically involving LC separation, further separates analytes of interest from the unwanted compounds. Without this further separation, those unwanted and MS/MS unseen compounds present significant challenges. In the LC-MS interface, these compounds compete with analytes for ionization and cause inconsistent matrix effects that are detrimental to quantitative LC-MS/MS performance [55,56]. Reversed-phase LC has been traditionally used for the quantitative LC-MS/MS. With increase of organic solvent concentration in the mobile phase, the analyte retention decreases. However, one should be aware of the potential bi-modal retention on the reversed-phase column due to the residual silanol groups [57]. This bi-modal retention may cause retention shift during the run or irreproducibility of the method. Among all the reversed-phase columns, of particular interest is the use of monolithic columns (available in C18 format) operated at a high flow rate. The chemistry and characteristics of the monolithic columns have been studied and reviewed [58,59]. Compared to a particulate column, the monolithic column has a reduced pressure drop but still maintains high separation efficiency. This is due to its unique bimodal pore structure, which consists of macropores (2 µm) and mesopores (13 nm) [60]. The mesopores provide the surface area for achieving adequate capacity while the macropores allow high flow-rates because of higher porosity, resulting in reduced flow resistance. Monolithic columns have become increasingly popular for use in ultrafast bioanalysis of drug candidates using tandem mass spectrometric detection [61-64]. (Fig. 3) shows an ultrafast LC-MS/MS of five analytes within 1.2 min [65].

Polar compounds often have poor retention on a reversed-phase column even with high aqueous mobile phase. Poor analyte on-column retention may result in detrimental matrix effects, which has been identified as one of the major reasons why bioanalytical LC-MS/MS methods fail. High aqueous content mobile phase is also not conducive to achieving the good spray conditions that are critical for sensitivity. Many drugs have basic functional groups, and acidic mobile phases are used and MS in the positive ion mode detects these compounds as the protonated...

**Fig. (2).** HILIC-MS/MS of Omeprazole and 5-OH Omeprazole (2.5 ng/ml) in Human Plasma.

Column: Betasil Si, 50x3 mm at 40°C
Linear Gradient: water/acetonitrile/formic acid (containing 5 mM ammonium acetate)
(Min 0: 5/95/0.1; Min 2.0: 32/68/0.1)
Flow rate: 1 ml/min
Reprint from reference [54], with permission from Wiley.
ions. Ionization of polar compounds further decreases the analyte on-column retention on a reversed-phase column. To overcome this mismatch between reversed-phase LC and MS detection, other chromatographic materials were investigated to achieve better sensitivity and better on-column retention. Zirconia-based column may offer different retention mechanism from silica-based column and has been explored for quantitative bioanalytical LC-MS/MS application [66]. Ion-exchange chromatography and HILIC became popular choices in the last several years. Ion-exchange chromatography is particularly effective for retaining and separating nucleotide compounds [67]. HILIC is similar to normal phase LC in that the elution is promoted by the use of polar mobile phase. However, unlike classic normal phase LC where the water in the mobile phase has to be kept in minimal but constant levels, water is present in a significant amount (>5%). HILIC also uses water-miscible polar organic solvents such as acetonitrile instead of water-immiscible solvents like hexane and chloroform. LC-MS/MS using HILIC on silica column has been extensively studied and reviewed [68-74]. Because of the higher organic content in the mobile phase and the more favorable solution chemistry for ionization (acidic mobile phase for basic compounds and neutral mobile phase for acidic compounds), sensitivity improvement was observed [75]. Besides the feature of direct injection of SPE and LLE extracts, silica column has very low back pressure under HILIC condition, which facilitates high flow rate chromatography [76]. (Fig. 4) shows a fast gradient elution of nicotinic acid and its six metabolites within one minute [77]. Nicotinic acid and metabolites are extremely polar compounds and have no retention at all on a reversed-phase monolithic column.

5. Parallel Analysis

In addition to the high flow rate LC-MS/MS, another approach for achieving high throughput is to employ parallel analysis approach, either using multiple inlets in the mass spectrometer source and multiplexing LC unites into one MS. A four-channel multiplexed electrospray (MUX) ion source (Waters-Micromass, Manchester, UK) allows the non-stop introduction of the eluent from four LC columns into the mass spectrometer. The sampling rotor permits, automatically controlled by the software, only one spray at a time to be admitted to the cone of the mass spectrometer. While the multiple inlets in the mass spectrometer allow four-fold increase in throughput, sensitivity loss and potential cross-inlets contamination are the drawbacks [78]. Multiplexing LC units require a little bit more complicated system set-up but the two shortcomings are overcome. (Fig. 5) shows
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5) demonstrates that when two LC units feed one MS, the run time is reduced 50%. This approach has been successfully used for analysis of drug candidates in plasma [79-81].

6. On-line Extraction

One of the major bottlenecks in high throughput analysis of biological samples is the sample preparation prior to injection [82]. This step is almost always necessary in order to remove matrix components, such as proteins, salts and other organic compounds, in biological matrices which otherwise may impose interference or ionization suppression to the analyte(s). With the improvement in instrumentation and column technology [83-85], on-line sample extraction that is coupled into LC-MS/MS has developed, in the past few years, as an important tool facilitating direct injection analysis of biological samples, especially for the discovery support. In general, this technique employs turbulent flow chromatography in which extraction columns are packed with retaining particles of large size (e.g., 50 μm), thus providing fast sample extraction under high flow conditions. As compared to the off-line automated solid-phase extraction (SPE) (e.g., with 96-well or 384-well format), on-line extraction provides more flexibility for troubleshooting and method development. In addition, it also lowers the cost for sample analysis by using extraction columns that can be repeatedly used for hundreds of biological samples.

On-line extraction can be performed with two different configurations on the commercially available Cohesive™ instrument. In single-column extraction, samples are loaded onto extraction column, and extracted directly with the mobile phase of strong solvent (e.g., high organic content for reverse-phase extraction) onto the analytical column. This approach provides a very high sample throughput and low sample carry-over between injections. However, the peak capacity and chromatographic resolution with this method can be low due to the use of the solvents of strong elution strength for both extraction and separation. Single column extraction has thus certain limitations for the applications where drugs, the metabolites and/or endogenous species need to be separated from each other to eliminate interference in mass spectrometric detection. In a dual-column configuration, samples are extracted with the solvent that is previously stored in an extraction loop. The extracts are transferred through a tee to the analytical column into which the analytical pump delivers a weak mobile phase at
relatively higher flow rate in order to dilute the extraction solvent and thus focus the extracted compounds on the analytical column. Once the sample is transferred, the compounds are eluted and separated with a gradient on the analytical column (while the extraction loop is being filled with the extraction solvent by the extraction pump for the next extraction). Dual-column extraction LC-MS/MS generally provides better chromatographic separation and good peak shape as compared to the single-column method. In general, the extraction flow rate in the t-in step needs to be maintained minimal in order to uphold a desired focusing effect, which along with a gradient elution on the analytical column can certainly reduce the analytical throughput, in comparison with single-column extraction mode. One approach of increasing the throughput is to use the monolithic column as the analytical column, operated under a high flow rate. (Fig. 6) shows the example of dual-column on-line extraction LC-MS/MS of dextrorphan/dextromethorphan in human plasma.

Other interesting extraction columns often used for online extraction are disposable cartridges, restricted access media (RAM), monolithic, and immunoaffinity. Excellent reviews have been written on these extraction columns [86,87].

7. Matrix Effects and Recovery

Although the mechanism and the origin are not fully understood, influence of matrix effects on quantitative bioanalytical LC-MS/MS has been extensively investigated [88-91]. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Guidance for Industry on Bioanalytical Method Validation requires the assessment of matrix effect during method validation for quantitative bioanalytical LC-MS/MS methods [92]. Our detailed review of all quantitative bioanalytical LC-MS/MS articles published in Journal of Chromatography - Biomedical Application from 1/2000 to 8/2004 indicates <50% of the articles discussed the potential influence of matrix effects on their methods. In 2000, there are only 4 out of total 41 quantitative bioanalytical methods discussed matrix effects to any extend. This ratio has been since gradually increased – 7/47 for 2001, 18/58 for 2002, 37/102 for 2003, and 25/56 for 2004 (up to August). Matrix effects has been defined as the analyte ionization suppression or enhancement at the presence of the matrix components that could originated from the endogenous compounds, metabolites, and co-administered drugs [52]. More recently, matrix effects from internal standards [93], dosing vehicles [94-96], and, mobile phase additives [97], and plastic tubes [98] were also reported. These effects are more pronounced with ESI than with APCI [99] but both ionization modes can experience matrix effects [100]. Although ion suppression due to matrix effects has been most reported in literature, there were a few recent reports discussing ion enhancement due to matrix effects although the mechanism is unclear [101-103]. Several approaches have been used to identify the matrix effects. Results from LC-MS/MS methods were compared to a validated non-MS method such as LC-UV [104-107], LC with fluorescence detector [108], ELISA [109,110], fluorescence polarisation assay [111], or compared to a different separation method such as GC [112]. Comparable results indicate lack of matrix effects or inconsistent matrix effects but this approach does not positively identify the magnitude of the matrix effects. Huang et al. used LC-UV to detect the down-field matrix peaks that caused ion suppression for the analyte of interest and modified the chromatographic condition [113]. Another approach for assessing consistent matrix effect among the individual matrix lots is to measure the consistency for the results obtained from sample from individual matrix lot (typically n > 6) [114-123]. One could argue that as long as the results (both back-calculated concentration and MS response) are consistent among the tested lots, matrix effects would not likely contribute negatively to the quantitation.
This is really what matters for the quantitative analysis. Of course, the magnitude of the suppression or enhancement will still be unknown. There are a couple of commonly used ways of measuring matrix effects. One approach is to compare the MS response of the analyte spiked post-extraction with that in a neat solution [124-129]. Since there is no extraction involved, any signal loss or enhancement in the post-extraction spiked sample will be assumed due to matrix effects. Another useful approach of assessing matrix effect is postcolumn infusion of an analyte into the MS detector. While the analyte is continuously infused through a tee to the mobile phase eluent, the extracted blank matrix is injected by an autosampler onto the analytical column [130-136]. The instrument configuration for post-column infusion experiment is shown in (Fig. 7). The purpose of post-column infusion with the analyte is to raise the background level so that the suppression matrix will show as negative peaks as shown in (Fig. 8). It should be noted that since a gradient elution on a silica column (starting with high organic concentration) was used, the analyte MS response was changed along with the mobile phase change: higher MS response in a mobile phase with high acetonitrile content. Injecting the reconstitution solution generated the “baseline” profile. Any deviation from the “baseline” caused by injecting the extracted matrix blank indicated the existence of matrix effects. From (Fig. 8), it is obvious that protein precipitation method yielded more matrix suppression than mix-mode SPE. Most of the articles use one of above approaches to investigate matrix effects. Constanzer et al. measured both absolute matrix effects by comparing the responses from post-extraction spiked sample with those from neat solutions and the relative matrix effects by measuring the consistency of the response factors from spiked matrix lots [137]. Recovery is determined by comparing the MS response of extracted samples with those spiked (post-extraction) into a blank matrix. Because both samples have the matrix ingredients present, the matrix effects can be considered the same for extracted samples and post-extraction spiked samples. Any differences in responses now can be considered to be caused by extraction recovery.

8. Method Validation and Critical Issues During Sample Analysis

Once a bioanalytical method is developed, various tests (collectively called methods validation) are conducted to prove that the method can be used for its intended application. The FDA guidance defines the relevant bioanalytical terms and acceptance criteria. In addition to the evaluation for precision, accuracy, and stability of the LC-
MS/MS methods, an investigation of matrix effects should be performed. Analyte extraction recovery and potential carry-over of the extraction apparatus or autosampler should also be carefully examined. The pharmaceutical industry and regulatory agencies generally recognize and accept that the validation of a bioanalytical method is performed using standards and quality control samples in which the analytes have been fortified with a blank biological matrix. However, the incurred samples may or may not be the same as the fortified quality control samples. This difference may lead to a significant bias for the quantitative bioanalysis and must be carefully evaluated [138,139].

In the discovery and preclinical studies, dosing vehicles typically are used at high concentrations to dissolve the test compounds. These dosing vehicles, especially polymeric vehicles such as PEG 400 and Tween 80, can cause significant signal suppression for the IV samples from small rodents. Fig. 9 shows a typical response of the internal
standards obtained from quality control samples and incurred samples. The internal standard responses in the incurred samples, especially the early time points, are significantly suppressed. Effective means of minimizing this type of effect includes better chromatographic separations, better sample cleanup, and alternative ionization methods [95]. An easy way to check dosing vehicle effects is to fortify some quality control samples with the vehicle [140]. Significant differences of the measured values between fortified quality control samples and regular quality control samples indicate potential dosing vehicle effects.

The drug and metabolite(s) are assumed to follow the same pharmacokinetic profile and therefore have roughly the same proportion for their concentration profiles. Quality control samples are therefore prepared in such a way that the concentration ratio for drug and metabolite is constant over the entire curve range. In many cases, however, this is not true and lopsided concentration profiles can be observed, especially for prodrugs that typically have much shorter half-life than the active drug. This phenomenon has been observed by Lee et al. [141].

Protein-binding of the drug candidate and protein could be significantly different for the quality control samples and incurred samples. This can also cause quantitation bias, depending upon the extraction method. Ke et al. used a chelating agent (disodium EDTA) to release protein-bound analytes during 96-well liquid-liquid extraction [142]. Yang et al. presented an interesting case study for diagnosis and trouble-shooting of this type of problem [143]. The method was validated using stable-labeled internal standard with a LLE method using hexane as the extraction solvent. However, upon repeat analysis of the same samples, the concentration values increased to five folds of the original value. The concentration increased with each additional freeze/thaw cycle. It was found that this drug candidate has a strong protein-binding and hexane is not sufficient to release the drug candidate from the protein. Freeze/thaw cycles gradually denatured protein and weakened the binding, resulting in increase the free and extractable drug candidate concentration. PP method (Protein-binding was disturbed) was then used and consistent result was obtained. Two lessons learned here – A more selective extraction method (here LLE versus PP) may not be the one most suitable for the study; Stable-labeled internal standard is not an automatic guarantee for a method suitable for routine sample analysis. The later point of view was also expressed by Jemal et al. [91]. Recently, Fura et al. also discussed the shift in pH of biological fluids during storage and processing as well as its impact on bioanalysis [144]. Compound adsorption to storage container often happens in sensitive LC-MS/MS assays for urine analysis, which causes non-linear response and loss of sensitivity. The use of a zwitterionic detergent 3-[3-Cholamidopropyl]-dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS) as an additive in urine can prevent analyte from adhering to surfaces during sample collection, storage, and preparation [145].

Due to the superior selectivity offered by the tandem mass spectrometric detection, fast LC-MS/MS has been frequently used to speed up the sample analysis. This can be achieved either by increasing the flow rate or by increasing the elution strength of the mobile phase. Increase of flow rate may slightly decrease the column efficiency but to a large extent the capacity factor is not sacrificed. Of course, one has to find suitable column amenable to the high flow rate,
not always an easy task. Increasing elution strength will certainly decrease capacity factor and the analyte of interest may fall into the suppression or interference zones. How fast is too fast? Phase II metabolites (glucuronide, and sulfate- and glutathione-conjugation products) and pro-drugs are notoriously unstable in the LC-MS interface and are easily fragmented back to the drugs [146-148]. Without adequate chromatographic retention and separation between the drug and its Phase II metabolites or pro-drugs, the drug concentration can be easily over-estimated for the incurred samples. This bias will not be easily detectable since neither the calibration standards nor the quality control samples may contain these Phase II metabolites. Fig. 10 shows the chromatogram of a incurred sample for which an unknown metabolite was observed in the same channel as the analyte. A very fast LC using stronger elution strength would mask the interference peak with the analyte, causing an over-estimation of the analyte’s concentration. Generally in our organization, a fast and adequate quantitative LC-MS/MS analysis should have the retention time $\geq 2 t_0$, at least 10 acquisition points per peak, and good separations from possible interferences or matrix effect. Also, the analysis cycle is limited by the auto-sampler speed as well as the adequate injector wash time in order to reduce carry-over.

9. Method Transfer

Timely method transfer plays an important role in expediting drug candidates through development stages. Method transfer is not a trivial task and requires careful planning and constant communication between the laboratory personnel involved in the transfer. Method transfer could occur within the same organization or between pharmaceutical companies and analytical service providers. To have a successful transfer, the bioanalytical method itself must be robust and the equipment differences between the delivering and receiving parties should be carefully evaluated. Use of standardized automation equipment has shown to be advantageous during the method transfer. Unfortunately very limited information on method transfer can be found in the literatures [35,149]. Typically in our organization, before the method transfer, scientists from both sites go through the method details very carefully. We found that even some apparently trivial differences such as the hood air flow speed and brands of vortex machines can sometime cause method performance difference. Every method generated in our laboratory contains a very detailed discussion about the method robustness and any potential factors that can affect the method performance.

CONCLUSION

“Fast LC-MS/MS” for the quantitative bioanalysis can only be achieved after considering all aspects of the analysis cycle. LC-MS/MS practitioners should never take any doctrine for granted and should always ask the questions “How fast is too fast?” and “Can this validated method be used successfully for sample analysis”. Only with these questions in mind, can we as bioanalytical practitioners always be aware of the potential pitfalls and culprits that could occur in any stage of the study. Otherwise, a seemingly perfect method can generate wasted data, and even worse, poor medicines that could impair public health. Hopefully, this critical review summarizes the advances in this field and points out the current critical view of quantitative bioanalytical LC-MS/MS.
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